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Men's soccer gets underway with
season record of 8-2... See page 11
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Murder, assault, armed
robbery: is Capitol Hill a
hotbed of crime ?
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu. edu
In the past six months, a few major acts of
violence in the immediate area have captured
media attention and given the impression that
Capitol Hill and the neighborhoods that surround it are unsafe places to live.
A series of shootings on Capitol Hill have
been prominently displayed above the fold
in local newspapers. Kyle Huff's violent actions on March 25, which left seven dead, is
still fresh in the minds of those who live in
the local community. For many students, the
neighborhood began to feel a little less safe
after this incident.

Further crimes that followed, and occurred
closer to our campus, continued to spur the
idea that our neighborhood is unsafe. Timothy
Albert, theAssistant Director ofStudent Development, emphasized the concern for students
living on and around campus.
"We're concerned about it because it's happening close to the campus and because we
have students living in the neighborhood and
this can affect them," he said.
On May 14 at approximately 4:30 a.m., a
male Seattle University student and his friend
were victims of an armed robbery near 12th Avenue and East Terrace. Two male assailants
See Recent Crime Wave... Page 8

Glass art towers
over Pigott Atrium
Newly-installed Chihuly piece provides splash of color. Half million dollar donation
funds purchase from famous local artist. See Display... page 5.

15-year Seattle University
veteran passes away
Casey
vajty

Penaluna
m.

tiiaiuua

penaluna@seattleu. edu
Anne Carragher, Seattle University's director ofrecreational sports, was by all accounts

a lively and caring breath offresh air on and
off campus. She was also a woman who
for the past six years had been living with
cancer, which she ultimately succumbed to
on July 17.
Carragher came to Seattle University 15
years ago, determined to help students find
activities in which they would be passionate
about turning into lifetime endeavors. She
believed that everyone cares about taking

care of themselves.
Among the many leisure activities that
Carragher implemented during her tenure at
Seattle University, she helped organize the
Outdoor Adventure and Recreation program
and started an annual campus-wide Fitness
Challenge; which has been renamed theCarragher Fitness Challenge.
Carragher's commitment to fitness started
well before she ever stepped foot on the
Seattle University campus. Growing up she
spent most of her time outdoors with her
brothers.

See Carragher... Page 3

Connolly Center gets major
back-to-school make-over
Megan Peter
petell93@seattleu.edu

The Connolly Center underwent two major renovations this summer, providing the
Seattle University community with a new
weight room and women's locker room.
Student surveys and Connolly Center advisory board meetings determinedthat these
two areas would be the ones to get a facelift
before revamping the entire building.
"The weight room had not been a focal
point of the building and the women's locker
room had not been completely renovated
since the building opened," said Don Ross,
assistant director ofrecreational sports. "The
locker room [just] did not meet the demands
of the growing athletic programs."

Along with new showers and lockers, the
new locker room offers three team rooms
for the women's athletic teams and there is
a lounge area as well.
"I have been told that it is a more relaxed
and more inviting," said Ross. "It has been
well received."
Before the complete renovations that occurred over this past summer, there had been
minor changes to the locker room, but most
of the area had remained the same since the
Connolly Center first opened in 1969.
"The locker room turned out good and the
showers are lovely," said Petra Pachel, senior
liberal studies major that frequents and works
at Connolly Center.
See Connolly... Page 10
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Filled to capacity, Campion Hall debuts new look
Leah Newcomb
newcombl@seattleu. edit
Students returning to Campion Hall this
year may have been surprised to find that
things had changed.
Housing and Residence Life felt that the
twelve-story building was sorely in need of
an update. So in a $3.1 million project, Seattle
University's largest residential community
was completely renovated. The walls have
been repainted, new hallway lights have been
installed, the ceilings have been lowered to
accommodate a new fire safety sprinkler
system and floor lounge areas have been
changed into four person rooms a measure
that was also taken last fall as a result of
overcrowding.
Reactions to the new-and-improved state
of Campion Hall have been mixed, but most
students and staff seem to agree that changes
were necessary.
"Last year it was like prison; this year it's
like that show 'Extreme Home Makeover,"'
commented Andy Perez, sophomore drama
major.
As for the lowered ceilings, project
manager Steve Deßruhl explained that the
additional space was necessary for the new
sprinkler system. Previously, the ceilings
were placed directly against the cement.
While the new sprinklers atone for fire hazards, many students are unsure how they feel
about the new ceilings.
"[Perez] can touch the ceiling [...] he's
-

short," said Andy Swanson, sophomore
humanities/nursing/drama triple major and
friend ofPerez.
Over the summer, hallways were fitted with
a new lighting system and painted in tones of
bright blue and green. The architectural firm
working on this project included an interior
design component, and the idea, according to
Director of Housing andResidence Life Scott
Smith, was to create a fresh, warm feeling in
the hallways.
When students in Bellarmine reacted negatively to the dark hallway colors after their
building underwent similar though not as
renovations last year, Housing
extreme
and Residence Life put together a student
panel to choose the colors for Campion. This
means that the colors this year are in fact
student-recommended. Matisse Fletcher,
freshman political science major, noted that
she "[loves] the dark blue." Many students
have been complaining about the bright green
color on several floors; however, freshman
international business major Ajla Aljic "really likes it."
Meanwhile, many Campion residents are
waiting for their lounge spaces, currently converted into quads to accommodate the 107%
residence hall capacity the university faces,
to be reopened. The room change process is
constant throughout the quarter so there is
a chance that students may have some floor
lounges back before the school year ends.
Smith assures residents that these renovations did not lead to a direct increase in room
-

-

Nicholas Lollini / The Spectator

In addition to receiving fire safety upgrades, Campion Hall also
gained asthetic appeal with renovations including a dropped
ceiling and a diverse array of color schemes.
and board for the year and that students residing in the residence halls may look forward
to future renovations. For this year, however,
he is certain that the changes in Campion
are "going to be very well received," and

Eventually the Campion bathrooms will
be updated and Deßruhl hopes to put an
elevator in Xavier Hall, along with minor
improvements similar to those in Campion
and Bellarmine, the mid-size residence hall
on Seattle University's southwest side that
last year also underwent modernization.

project manager Deßruhl says that "it looks

a lot better."

Students, faculty share joy of reading at annual Academic Day
Megan Peter
petel 193@seattleu. edu
The class of 2010 was given a slew of advice at the yearly Academic Day celebration
that kicked off the year last Monday. The
nuggets of knowledge came from a broad
spectrum of university officials, from the
provost to the president to the professors,
all providing different suggestions to help
enhance the students lives at Seattle University and beyond.

"If you only search
for the exotic you
will not become a
world citizen."

Dr. Nalini Iyer
There were also words of wisdom from
student leaders like ASSU President Young
Troung, senior communications major, which
included opening up oneself to the many different possibilities.
"The most important lesson that you will
learn is how to work with people from different backgrounds and cultures," he said.
"Move out of your comfort zone and make
new friends."
He also described a bright side to failing
that many often forget about.
"You will fail," said Troung. "But it will
only make success that much sweeter."
Also, as the morning progressed a theme
arose throughout the speeches about the importance of reading in one's everyday life.
"All leaders are readers," said President
Steven Sundborg S.J., recalling how read-

ing was a large part ofhis life growing up in
Alaska and that the books he read helped lead
to his future vocation. "It is not coincidental
either. Through reading you thread yourself
to the world. Through reading you thread
yourself to the other."
Sundborg also commented on the idea
that the United States is an anti-intellectual
country and that the heart is often valued
more than the mind.
"What if the head is the highway to the
heart?" he asked. "Of course the heart is
important, but there is no danger in under
[pricing] the heart and over pricing thinking.
The head needs to matter."
It was also at Academic Day that the university was presented with the Truman Honor
Institution Award for the many students that
have been awarded the fellowship over the
years, the most recent being Emily James,
senior political science major, and Phuong
Luu, a recent graduate.
Academic Day would not be complete
without the introduction the theme for the
upcoming year's salons, and this year was
no exception. Dr. Theresa Earenfight, history
professor, along with the help of Tim Wilson,
director of student activities, organized the
many salon events for the year surrounding
the theme of "Engaging Worlds: Voices and
Cultures."
"We need to get to know the world better
and do so ethically," said Earefight. "We
need to be engaged with foreign [concepts]
and the unknown, but this will be difficult to
move out of our comfort zone."
To help begin the discussion the freshmen
class was given copies of the book "For
Love or Country?" by Martha Nussbaum to
read before Academic Day. Also, Dr. Olufemi Taiwo, from the psychology and global
African studies departments; Dr. Gabriella
Gutierrez y Muhs, women studies and mod-

ern languages professor; and Dr. Nalini Iyer,
English professor each shared their experiences in relation to the topic of the book.
"Research and travel.. .allowed me to see
the multi-facets of myself that I had desired,"
said Gutierrez y Muhs about her travels
abroad in Europe.
Though traveling abroad was promoted
throughout the different speeches, Iyer
warned students about only looking for the
exciting.
"If you only search for the exotic you will

Pr

not become a world citizen," she said.

Along with the pearls of wisdom donned
upon them, the incoming class also learned
facts about themselves that they might not
have already been aware of. Not only are
they the largest class in Seattle University's
history, but they represent a diverse mixture
of athletics and intelligence a quarter of
the class of 2010 scored a 1250 or higher on
the SAT, and a whopping 89 percent of the
class was involved with some form of high
school athletics.
-

The officers of the Seattle University Marksmanship Club
announce the schedule of range days for the 2006-07academic year
and the winners of shooting awards for 2005-06.
Fall Term

Winter Term

Friday., Sept. 22

Rifle

&

Friday,

Pistol

Friday, Oct. 6
Rifle

&

Jan. 1 2

Rifle & Pistol

Friday, Jan. 26
Rifle, Pistol

Pistol

Spring Term

Friday, Mar. 30
Rifle

&

Pistol

Friday, Apr. 13

Rifle

&

Pistol

Monday, Oct. 16
Trap Shooting

Friday, Feb. 9

Friday, Oct. 27
Rifle & Pistol

Friday, Feb. 23
Pistol Shooting

Monday, May 7
Trap Shooting

Friday, Nov. 10
Pistol Shooting

Monday, Mar. 5
Trap Shooting

Friday, May 18
Pistol Shooting

Rifle

&

Pistol

Friday, Apr. 27

Rifle

&

Pistol

Christopher Fingar
is awarded the St. George Prize for Excellence In Rifle Marksmanship
Wilfred Nnorom
is awarded the St. Gabriel Possentl Prize for Excellence In Pistol Marksmanship
Michael Kushler
is awarded the Anne Carragher Memorial Prize for Leadership and Sportsmanship
Grace Lee, Publicity Secretary

Ross Taylor, President
tayll 1 99@seattleu.edu
Wilfred Nnorom, Vice President

nnoromw@gmail.com
Kevin Grady, Co-Armorer
gradl 867@seattleu.edu

lees3@seattleu.edu
&

Co-Armorer

Rochelle Gendron,
Transportation Secretary

gendronr@seattleu.edu
Christopher Fingar, Webmaster

fingarc@seattleu.edu
For further Information contact a club officer about joining the members
of the Marksmanship Club at the shooting range.
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Interim provost extends term
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu

and Ministry and so, one of the considerations was fitting those searches in.
"Also, this is a big year for the capital cam38-year Seattle University faculty member paign, so my being here will make it easier for
John Eshelman will remain in his position as Father Sundborg to really concentrate on the
interim provost for two years instead of one, capital campaign for the next couple years,
according to university officials, in an effort rather than being in the process of searching
to allow focus on other important issues in for and training a new provost."
the coming months.
Dean Kellye Testy of the Law School, who
co-chairs the search committee with professor Daniel Dombrowski of the philosophy
department, shared similar sentiments.
a
the
"Effective searches for top university administrative
positions take a good deal oftime
beso
to generate the best pool of candidates," she
make it easier said, explaining that the search efforts will
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
increase
the
"We
were
to
some
serious work done in
again in
spring.
given hopes
get
Father
to rethe luxury ofa more flexible timeline because answering the question: 'how do we engage
concentrate on [it]."
of the generous offer by Dr. Eshelman to with the diversity on campus?'
"Other than Heritage University, we're
Provost
Eshelman serve two years as provost rather than one,
an offer that I am pleased that President the most diverse four year university in the
Sundborg accepted as in the best interests state," he said.
of the University." Though the number of
Heritage, located in Toppenish and serving
Though theprocess of attractingapplicants applicants at this point is few, Testy expects a combined undergraduate/graduate populato the provost position began last spring
a "large and very competitive" pool later in tion of approximately 1400, is attended by a
with the formation of a search committee, the process.
significant percentage of Hispanic and Native
the schedule was soon readjusted to allow a
As interim provost, Eshelman has a full American students.
"It's one thing to have diversity in terms of
longer timeframe. Eshelman, who has already plate for the next two years, juggling the risserved the university as provost for 15 years ing numbers of student attendees at SU and head count, but how do we make sure that you
and reassumed the role after Sue Seeker's the race for space (among faculty and stuas students are learning what you can learn
departure in mid 2006, expects to begin the dents) for on campus offices, classrooms and because of that diversity? There's research
search again in spring quarter with reviews residence halls. Working towards acquiring that shows if you make use of diversity in
of applications and candidates taking place the necessary funding for the modernization a classroom, to bring in new ideas, to bring
"probably fall 0f2007 through winter quarter of the Lemieux Library is on his list, as are in different perspectives, you'll get better
of 2008."
the creation of more relevant science labs and educational outcomes."
"What it does is it gives us a little more
Once he has departed from the interim
eventually an expansion of the Bannan
position, Eshelman plans to spend a year on
time," he explained. "We've got two dean Building.
searches taking place this year [for] the
While the issue of diversity has long been sabbaticalbefore returning to his post teachdean of the College ofScience and Engineerdiscussed at Seattle University due to its ing as a faculty member in the Albers School
ing, and the dean of the School of Theology location and social justice values, Eshelman of Business Department of Economics.
-

"This is big year for
capital campaign, my
ing here will
Sundborg
for

/

ally

John

-

-

-

Communication Department marks its
new beginning in the Lynn building
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu. edu
Development, growth, and possibility:
these are the words being used by the newest residents of the Lynn building to describe
their department's future.
Leaving its former home in Casey, the
Communication and Journalism department
has recently situated itself in the Lynn building, just behind the Chapel of St. Ignatius.
The move has paved the way for additions
to the department in the future.
The Lynn building allows for nearly twice
as many offices, a communal lounge and
kitchen area, ample space for a future stateof-the-art student computer lab on the third
floor and the creation of a cutting edge digital
journalism newsroom in the basement.
According to faculty members, the goal
of the department is to allow students and
faculty to work and develop together, and
along with more space and a greater number
of desirable offices, there is a true sense of
optimism for the future of the Communication and Journalism department.
"The move shows that growth is possible
and that the department is headed in a new
direction," Sonora Jha-Nambiar, assistant
professor, notes. "There is definitely a spotlight on the department at this time."
The department is currently looking to
develop three majors: Communication Studies, Digital Journalism and Strategic Communication. In conjunction with the Strategic
Communication emphasis, faculty members
are looking to incorporate a newer Public
Relations focus to the major, centering its
attention on advocacy, non-profit and social

justice career options.
In relation to the expansion of the department as a whole, the move to the Lynn
building and what the building has to offer

symbolizes a joint change for the department
and its students, representing a home on campus for both. Faculty members are focusing
on developing a student based and inviting
environment within their new offices.
"We want the students around us," said
Tomas Guillen, associate professor of communication/journalism. He noted that the
newly furnished common area on the third
floor is similar to the "green rooms" used in

Virtually maintenance tree!
•No gas. oil, filters, or fumes
How does 1 penny a mile sound?
I-ocal pans and service
Do your part to reduce greenhouse gases

many broadcast studios. "We want to check
you out and prepare you before you go live
in the real world... .this is a place for student
preparation."
The department is focusing its energy on
developing a student friendly culture within
the building, and is making an effort to assemble a positive environment.
Kara Fleinrichs, director offorensics for the
department,recognizes this focused energy.
"It's exciting because our move to the
Lynn building really reflects the fact that
the changes being made are based on the
students," she said.
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Cars and Scooters ran for miles on a charge
Recharge quickly from any 110 outlet

Save hundreds of $ on gas and Insurance
Many colors to choose from
Batteries last 3-5 years, low cost replacement

Electric Vehicles

1200 So. Dearborn Street Seattle (next to Goodwill, close to Safeco Fid)
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Carragher
dedicated life to
helping youth
(continuedfrom page 1)
"For me and, I think, a lot of people,
she was themodel ofhealth," said Nancy Gerou, assistant vice president of
student development. "Which is [what
is] so ironic about thewhole thing.. .we
looked to her as the model."
And whether she was teaching,
actively participating or extolling the
virtues of giving a helping hand to volunteers, her caveat never changed.
"You only have one body and one
life," Carragher had stated in the past.
"[These programs] give people motivation."
Carragher always worked in fields
where she could help people and motivate them to live life to the fullest.
She started out with the YMCA in
Oregon where she was responsible for
coordinating all ofthe youth programs.
She also oversaw the Big Brothers/Big
Sisters program, helped train teenage
volunteers and ran a senior companionship outreach program.
From there, Carragher started her
work with the Oregon State Special
Olympics. After moving to Seattle
she continued on with the Washington
state branch. While with the Special
Olympics, she was able to plan and
manage competition at all levels of
the statewideprogram. She developed
training programs for the athletes and
she recruited sports clinicians for the
18 different sports which were offered by the Washington State Special
Olympics.
This high level of commitment
carried over to her position at Seattle
University. Carragher was not known
as a person who was accustomed to
abandoning her post for a sick day.
Even when illness was getting the better of her, she would soldier through
for the many students who depended
on her.
In fact, when Carragher learned that
she had cancer and needed to have
chemotherapy, she would always make
a point of scheduling the treatments
for a Friday afternoon so that she
would have time to recuperate over
the weekend.
"It wasn't until May oflast year that
Anne thought that she might need to
slow down a bit," explained Gerou.
"She ordered a laptop and planned to
do some ofher work from home."
Sadly, Carragher went into the
hospital in June and passed away one
month later.
Gone are the days when Carragher
would faithfully and with great joy
take a group of new freshman out to
Lopez Island for a 30 mile bike ride.
Also missing are the days of hearing
her laughter reverberate through the
Connolly Center halls and seeing her
quick improvisational skills in play
when it came to making more room
for athletes who had to share the same
gym space.
However, what remains on campus
is her infectious spirit, which will forever permeate the lives of those who
knew her.
"She had such a contagious spirit,"
reminisced campus minister Sheila
Barnes. "You couldn't be around her
and not enjoy yourself."
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An Exclusive Opportunity for SU
Students!

Rossini's Italian Girl in Algiers
Oct. 18 or 25 & other dates at Seattle Opera, McCaw Hall
Richard Wright's Native Son, adapted by Cherryl L. West
Nov. 1 or 7 & other dates at the Intiman Theater

Buy a passport subscription to four
great events this term for only
a

28, 2006
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Nov. io& other dates at McCaw Haii

Fitzgerald's The Great Gats by, adapted by Simon Levy
Nov. 15 & other dates at Seattle Rep, Bagley Wright Theater

This is a 79% discount off regular

All events are at the Seattle
Center, an easy bus ride from
0
oeattle
University.
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you must buy your passport by Oct. 2
at the Campus Activity Center (CAC)
in the Student Center. Cash, check or
campus card is accepted.

Submit your suggestion for the name of the new glass tower to glasstower@seattleu.edu
Deadline: October 1,2006. Winner and up to three guests will receive a tour of Chihuly studios.
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Horns, hornballs, goosenecks on display in Pigott
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. edu

tours. People already come to see theChapel.
They can come to see the Chapel, but they
can also come to see the Chihuly," said Dean

Half a million dollars can buy quite a bit.
It can also buy nearly a ton of blown glass
art, as was demonstrated this summer with
the donation of a new enhancement to the
Pigott Atrium.
"The Pigott Atrium had no art at all, and it
had a very large bay window that was perfect
for art," said Father Jerry Cobb, associate professor and chair of the English department,
who was also chair of the art committee for
the Student Center. He has been involved
with a number of art projects on campus,
including the Chapel of St. Ignatius and the
art collections in the Student Center and
Hunthausen buildings.
Thanks to long time donators Mike and
Linda Mastro, the largest donation in the
school's history made the Pigott enhancement
possible. The Mastro's have been contributing to the university for many years and are
co-chairs of the annual Gala Dinner.
Seattle University had been looking to purchase a significant piece of art to brighten up
the campus, and when the opportunity came,
they turned to Dale Chihuly, a world-renowned glass artist from Tacoma. Known for
revolutionizing glass art, Chihuly expanded
the notion of building art as a team and the
popularity of large-scale glass pieces.
Chihuly's pieces are housed in 10 different
countries around the world. Seattle University now joins the list of more than 25 venues
in Washington state containing pieces ofhis
work, including Benaroya Symphony Hall
and the University of Washington.
"I think this will be on a lot of different art

Joseph Phillips of theAlbers Schoolfor Business & Economics, located in Pigott.
The 20-foot-8-inch piece went up the first
week inAugust and called for many improvements to showcase it. In order to highlight
the 732 pieces of glass that form theunnamed
structure of various sizes and known by
such names as horns, hornballs, goosenecks
and stingers
30 new light fixtures were
installed in the atrium and a glass platform
was built so that the only permanent public
Chihuly tower in Seattle could be viewed
from below.
"I think that it's a great development for the
campus and for the school. It really livens
up the atrium," said Dean Phillips of the red,
orange and yellow piece. "It's a very unique
piece of artwork and I think a lot of people
appreciate it."
According to Father Cobb, the Chihuly
piece displays two distinct faces depending
on where you stand to look at it.
"From inside the atrium there is what
Chihuly calls a 'red infusion' of glass in the
center of the piece," he said. "But from outside the atrium you see primarily a tower of
yellow, orange and citron glass."
Cobb says his favorite place to view it is
from the third floor balcony at nighttime.
The name of the piece has yet to be determined because the school is holding a
competition to select the title. The winner,
who receives a tour of Chihuly's studio in
Tacoma, is to be announced at the tower's
formal dedication ceremony at 4 p.m. on Oct.
4. Submissions are being accepted by emailing glasstower@seattleu.edu by Oct. 1.
-

-

Michael Fehrenbach / The Spectator

The Chihuly structure in August, during its construction. The
individual pieces were numbered according to shape and color.

'Dirrty Birds' hatch as Seattle University students form first athletic support group
scend my time here at Seattle University. We
are making a huge emphasis on getting people
involved," saidArtaiz. "We are staying independent of the University because there is a
stigma that is usually associated with campus
groups in general, some people don't want to
get involved with a university group."
The "Dirrty Birds," which stands for Dedicated Institution Rallying Redhawks To Yell,
D.1.R.R.T.Y., made their first appearances
at men's and women's soccer games during
the fall 2006 season, and have plans to rally
around the volleyball squad, before gearing
up for the basketball season.
"I'd say that we have roughly 75-100
members right now," said Artaiz. "I believe
we have about 300 more T-shirts."
Originally the group planned to have
pre-game events on off-campus locations,
in order to give members a rally-esque experience. However, according to Artaiz, as a
result of an enticing proposal from University
administrators to sponsor pre-game events
on campus, as well as provide occasional
transportation to away games, the group has
decided to hold its events in an on-campus

Jackie Canchola I The Spectator

Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu. edu
Joining the likes of nearly every university
with a reputable athletic program, Seattle
University students have formed the first
Redhawk fan club, dubbed "The Dirrty
Birds."

Founders Benjamin Artaiz and D.J. Weidner created the group over the summer of
2006 so that Seattle University could join
the ranks of schools fan clubs like University
of Portland's Pilot Club, University of San
Diego's Hooligans and Gonzaga's nationally
recognized Kennel Club.
"I want to build a tradition that will tran-

setting.
According to the "Dirrty Birds" official
website, www.dirrtybirds.com set to be
launched on Thursday, Sept. 28, "The 'Dirrty
Birds' is a completely student run organization created by students with the goal of
supporting SU athletics, bolstering school
spirit, and creating an all around high energy
atmosphere that provides students, friends
and faculty an environment where they can
show their support for the athletes and teams
of Seattle University."
Currently, Artaiz, along with fellow of
"Dirrty Bird" leaders Andre Taegder and
Nicholas Dols, are working to expand the
size of the group, as well as recruit women
leaders to support the "Dirrty Birdies," the
alias of female members. Weidner, who left

the group for personal reasons, is no longer
an administrator of the organization.
"The only way, game after game, sport
after sport, to get people excited it to be there,
to be rowdy, crazy and be positive. There are
many different way to get involved [with the
"Dirrty Birds"]: you can come and be rowdy,
or you can come as a quiet spectator and just
sit with us," said Artaiz.

"We are making a huge
emphasis on getting

people involved."
Ben Artaiz,

student

founder of Dirrty

&

co-

Birds

At its inception, the "Dirrty Birds" sold Tshirts for $25 apiece. The shirts function not
only as a means of unity at athletic events,
but also provide discounts at Kells Irish Restaurant and Pub, which sponsors the group.
However, the group has decided to slash the
price ofT-shirts, and has begun offering them
at five dollars. "Dirrty Birds" that purchased
the shirts at the $25 price will be refunded
upon request, according to Artaiz.
"The money was originally going to go
toward transportation and pre-game events,"
noted Artaiz, "but we received a lot of support from the Athletic Department and Administration, who have stated that they will
provide transport and food to throw events
on campus."
The next planned "Dirrty Bird" event is
scheduled for when the Redhawks volleyball
team takes on Alaska-Fairbanks at the Connolly Center, September 28. Information
regarding how to become a member will
be available on the group's website when it
launches.
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Blue Scholars will return to rock SU campus
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu. edit
After introducing students to their soulful
melodies and locally inspired lyrics at Quadstock last spring, Blue Scholars will be back
on campus Friday, Sept. 29 to play in Campion Ballroom and further prove that one deejay
and one emcee is all Blue Scholars need to be
a major force in Seattle's music scene.
"Blue Scholars were a really big hit last year
at Quadstock," said Shannon Sonderson, vice
president of promotions for SEAC. "They really liked playing here and we wanted to have
them back."
Blue Scholars is composed of emcee
Geologic, sometimes known as Prometheus
Brown, and deejay/producer Sabzi. Together,
the two create melodies and rhythms that are
both laid back and passionate.
"Blue Scholars have a real connection with
their fans at their live show," saidLauren Ambrose, junior accounting major. "They were
amazing at Quadstock lastyear and I can't wait
to see them again."
Their sound combines old-school hip
hop, punk beats and even some classical
training. Blue Scholar's music also features
a variety of sampling, including their use of
local indie band, Modest Mouse's song "Float
On." Fans of Blackalicious orNeko Case are
likely to enjoy Blue Scholars' similar sounding music.
The group's unique blend of urban sounds
is only further improved by Geologic's honest
and relatable lyrics. In his songs, the wordsmith reflects on the northwest community and

the struggles young people face everyday.
On the track, "Southside Revival" of the
group's full length record Blue Scholars LP,
released February 2006, Geologic addresses

mind and the ear.
Geologic and Sabzi first came together at
the University of Washington when they got
involved with SHOW, The Students Hip Hop

Blue Scholars, at the 2006 Quadstock, will return Friday to SU
to perform in Campion Hall.
politics on a local level and describing what it's
like to be a student in the Northwest.
Meanwhile, "No Rest for the Weary" gives
reliefto the everyday struggles ofyoung adults
in Seattle while still demanding that you "keep
marchin' till your feet split open."
Fighting ignorance and encouraging their
listeners to question the world around them,
Blue Scholars music is appealing to both the

Organizationof Washington. The two worked
together to make hip hop accessible to young
people in Seattle despite the tough restrictions
of the Teen Dance Ordinance which kept fans
under 21 out of most hip hop venues.
When the group Blue Scholars officially
formed in 2002, it brought together very different musical backgrounds. Geologic was a well
know battle emcee and spoken poet in Seattle's

underground hip hop scene. Meanwhile Sabzi,
a jazz trained pianist, hadbeen the drummer for
a local ska/punk band.
Despite their differences the two came
together to create songs in a makeshift studio
near Seattle University's Campus.
Since then Blue Scholars have become performance veterans, playing over 200 shows
all over the country. The duo have shared
stages with De La Soul, Immortal technique,
Kanye West, Mos Def, Zion I, Slick Rick
and Spearhead. They also played on the main
stages at Bumbershoot and the Sasquatch!
Festival this past year.
Their onstage success has come as a result
ofboth excellent music and a bond with their
audience.
"They enjoy interacting with the crowd,
so I think people who saw them at Quadstock
last year will be interested in going back," said
Sonderson.
Blue Scholars has also been honored by
Seattle Weekly in the hip hop category of their
Music Awards Poll as Best Hip-hop Artist,
Best Local Single, Best Album and were the
top vote getters overall. The group was also
number one on the nationally noted radio station KEXP in 2005.
Following theBlue Scholars show, Common
Market, another local hip hop duo in which
Sabzi pairs up with RA Scion, will play at the
bistro on Oct. 6 as a part SEAC's ongoing CoffeeHOUSE series which features local talent.
Admission into the Blue Scholars is free but
requires a pass that can be obtained on the Student
Center Patio beginning Thursday, Sept. 28

The Opera: an overlooked opportunity
Erik Nielsen
erik@kythra. net

to wide acclaim and great success. When

hearing that it would be returning for the
Looking to do something a bit out of the 2006-2007 season, many worried that
ordinary? Perhaps you want to treat your compared to the last run, the upcoming
significant other to a truly memorable date. performance would be mediocre. Instead,
Or, you and your friends may just want to the performance exceeded all but the most
wild of expectations.
try something a bit different.
For a friend's first opera experience I
Why not give the opera a try?
There are a lot of preconceptions about treated her to Der Rosenkavalier. As a 26the opera, almost none are flattering, and year-old Microsoftie who likes "depressing
so I wouldn't be surprised if many were pop music" and dislikes most classical
more than a bit dubious. Before you stop music, a less likely candidate for an opera
reading, however, let me ask you this: have fan would be hard to find. Just convincing
her to give it a chance took some serious
you ever been to an opera?
arm-twisting and no small bit of bribery.
I'm willing to bet that most Seattle UniShe agreed and come the night of the
versity students haven't.
As a long-time opera buff, I often treat show, I had even convincedher to wait until
friends to a performance and over the years after the performance to decide whether she
I've noticed that everyone offers up similar hated it or not.
In hindsight, I probably should have
objections to going.
of
chosen
a different opera to be her first.
objecThe single most prevalent type
tion is one I term the "Homer Simpson" Something many people don't realize is
because it often can mirror his views of that operas are as varied in genre as movies. They cover the entire spectrum from
art as something stupid that "only girls
lot
of
American
light, slapstick comedies (Mozart) to dark
and sissies like." Sadly, a
to
mirror
this
and
self-important (Wagner) to modern and
popular media has chosen
seem
as
it
is
if
experimental (Britten/Piper).
opinion, making opera
While Der Rosenkavalier is a classic
something obsolete and out of touch with
case,
This
is
not
the
take
on love and loss, it does require a bit
simply
normal people.
thinking than your average Mozart
can
relevance
more
opera's
and no more clearly
comedy.
than
Seattle
recent
in
Opera's
probe seen
Der Rosenkavalier is the story of young
duction of Der Rosenkavalier (The Knight
Octavian who is having an affair with
of the Rose).
This recent production is not the first an older, married woman, who is also
time Strauss' famous opera graced stages Marschallin (Queen) of Austria. Following
in Seattle. Nine years ago, the opera played the customs of period Vienna, Octavian

asked to present his cousin's (the lecherous Baron Ochs) marriage proposal to the
young, innocent Sophie. While doing this,
Octavian falls in love with Sophie and,
after she meets Ochs, Sophie decides she
feels the same way about Octavian. In an
attempt to thwart Ochs' suit and win Sophie
for himself, Octavian decides to publicly
expose and ridicule Ochs.
While the plot succeeds, Octavian gets
caught and it is only through the timely
intervention of the Marschallin that he is
not arrested. After the Marschallin's intervention, Octavian is faced with a choice:
should he move into the future with Sophie,
or stay in the past with the Marschallin?
While the story of Der Rosenkavalier
is as applicable today as it was several
hundred years ago, the plot, at times, does
move sluggishly.
The first act left my friend bored and
doubting that opera was her thing, because
it is was mostly Marschallin and Octavian
singing about their forbidden love and what
the future might hold.
The second act, however, captured my
friend's interest as it is a madcap whirlwind
of love, deception, comedy and plotting.
The third act was what really sold her on
opera as it involved the slapstick ridiculing of Ochs and ended with an amazing
three-part aria.
When the curtain closed for the last time,
my friend turned to me and suggested that if
I happened to have a spare ticket to the next
opera, I might consider taking her again.

While winning another convert in and
of itself made the evening a success, I
have to admit that I was surprised by how
good the performance was. I knew it was
going to be good, because Seattle Opera is
a world-class company, but I didn't expect
the performance to be as stellar as it was.
Of special note would be the casting,
which the Seattle Opera is fantastic at.
It has been the only company, so far, to
convince Carol Vaness to sing the part of
Marschallin. While it is difficult to find
words to express how simply stunning
Vaness' singing is, it can be said that her
performance here in Seattle was probably
one of the best she has given in years.
While Der Rosenkavalier has finished
its run, one interested in beautiful music,
timeless stories and world-class production
need not despair. Rossini's The Italian Girl
in Algiers opens Oct. 14 and runs through
Oct. 28 at McCaw hall.
Described as a madcap comedy with
bravura singing, fast-paced arias and ensembles and the picturesque, story-book
setting of Rossini's desert adventure, this
opera should make a fun night for anyone
looking for an evening's entertainment that
is out of the ordinary.
Whether enjoying it with friends or taking someone on a memorable date, going to
the opera is always rewarding and doesn't
break the bank either.
Student tickets are available the day of
the performance for $20 with a valid student ID and generally yield good seats.
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Broadway Highlights: a walking tour theORBIT
Leah Newcomb

newcombl@seattleu. edu
Broadway Street runs along the western edge
of campus, and this highway of the bizarre

On and off campus events
that'll make your week spin.

notorious Twice Sold Tales. The bookstore is
open late into the evening and home to several
rescued cats. They carry a wide selection of
books: from the everyday, to the intellectual to
the bizarre. "This store is the point at which
the intellect
and debauchery of

backing their chocolate, it is a staple of local
chocolate fiends. The founder, Dana Davenport
of Hungarian heritage, is a third-generation
chocolatier.
The new and usedmovieand music store just
past Harrison street, Gruv, is well-regarded by
area locals. Gruv is a spectacular place to find
classic movies, old and new favoritesand independent films. The music section is also superior and while itis smaller than EM's collection,

Fri., Sept. 29
Madeleine Peyroux
The Moore
8 p.m., $29-539

Sat., Sept. 30
Ben Kweller with Sam Roberts
The Showbox
7 p.m. (doors), $20
Can't afford tickets? Check out Ben do
an in-store performance at Easy Street
Records (Queen Anne) at 3 p.m. on Sept.
30 for free

Pelican with Daughters and
Nachmystium
Neumos
9 p.m., $12 adv. $14 doors

Sun., Oct. 1
Dropkick Murphys with Comeback
Kid and Clit 45
The Showbox
7pm (doors), $20

Redlight (right) offers a wide variety of new and vintage
clothes and accessories. Than Brother's Pho Restaurant
(above) provides patrons with inexpensive meal options.
and non sequitur is well-loved by the students
of Seattle University. The street has almost
anything a student could want. With a friend
or two and a few dollars, it seems no one can
go wrong taking a walk on Broadway.
Starting out North along Broadway, fans
of expensive cars and "window shopping"
will want to first pause at the car dealership,
CompleteAutomotive, on the comer ofUnion
and Broadway. The large glass windows are
familiar to many students who stop to gaze
at the Porsche, Jaguar, BMW and Mercedes
Benz cars.
As you venture farther along Broadway, you
will find Neighbours, the infamous gay bar
and dance club. It is 18 and over on Friday
and Saturday nights, with a portion ofheterosexual patrons.
To the right of Neighbours, Atlas Clothing
Co. is a popular new and used clothing store.
Atlas keeps up a steady pace with the latest
trends, but can venture into the expensive range
of the college budget. However, a decent pair
of jeans goes for $15-20.
Annapurna Cafe, just before Denny Way,
has a large selection of Indian, Nepalese and
Tibetan foods. It compares well to other Indian
restaurants in the area, and generally has several
inexpensive menu options. Their lunch buffet
special is $3.99.
Everyday Music (EM) is possibly the best
place on Broadway for a college student's
musical needs. EM carries new and used
CDs, with large sections for Rock, R&B and
hip hop, World, Jazz and Electronica, along
with every other genre, on two floors. They
also have a large section ofold LP vinyl and a
plethora of posters for sale. Prices are among
the cheapest on Broadway, with used CDs for
anywhere under $9.
If you're feeling adventurous and like cats,
take a trip down John Street. You will find the

Moo., Oct. 2

Broadway intersect," said Kristina,
an employee at the store.
American Apparel is a popular
clothing company on the corner of
John & Broadway. They feature
bright colors... and, well, bright
colors. The selection is a nice counterpoint to Seattle's grey skies, but
the prices are generally quite high.
Many students, however, find the
prices worthwhile - American Apparel clothing is made in the United
States, completely sweatshop-free.
Trendy Wendy is another clothing store on
Broadway, carrying clothing in mostly dark
tones and bold contrasts. Trendy (no pun intended) shirts are in the $20-30 range.
A few storefronts farther is Panache, a popular clothing store. Panache carries a substantial
collection of jewelry and otheraccessories, but
the prices for their clothing can be a little high;
most of their jackets are around $60.
Julia's on Broadway is a highly recommendedrestaurant serving breakfast, lunch, and
dinner. With an extensive menu of delicious
burgers, pasta, and otherAmerican staples, the
restaurant has a "Broadway theatre" themeand
features live music. Their burgers, which are
quite substantial, start at $8.95.
Red Light Clothing Exchange, just past
Julia's, has a wide selection of retro, new and
vintage clothing. The earring and accessories
selection is worth looking at. Downstairs, the
store opens up into a Halloween costume shop,
and carries a wide array ofHalloween specialty
stock. Prices, compared to otherused clothing
stores on Broadway, are higher than the norm.
A nice pair of pants is generally $20-25 and
most Halloween costumes are around $50.
Dilettante Chocolates is the Seattle-based
chocolate company and patisserie on Broadway. With a European confectionary tradition

Scissor Sisters with DJ Sammy Jo
The Showbox

9 p.m., $30
Can't make this date, they are also
playing Oct. 3 as well

Tues., Oct. 3
Guster and Nada Surf with Tristan
Prettyman
The Moore
7:30 p.m., $30
has quite reasonable prices. The employees at
Gruv are friendly and knowledgeable.
Than Brothers' Pho is a Vietnamese restaurant near Mercer and Broadway. Than
Brothers' is known for cheap prices and large
servings. Pho, their specialty, is a Vietnamese noodle soup made with rice noodles and
broth.
Close to the end of Broadway, Siam is a
small restaurant serving classic Thai dishes. It
is a popular restaurant with mid-range prices,
and their Pad Thai lunch special is $7.95.
If any intrepid college student dares to venture past the end of Broadway, Harvard Exit
Theatre is another independent and foreign
film venue, left on Roy Street. It is home to
several film festivals throughout the year, and
has a grandiose 1920's style lobby. General
admission is $9.25 for either of the theatre's
two screens.
Yes, Broadway has it all: international
restaurants, new and used clothing stores,
specialty shops, music even a QFC grocery
and Bartell's drugstore. Even if you don't
have money to spare, it is interesting enough
to wander down Broadway to see its people.
The denizens of Broadway seem to capture
the essence of Seattle's individuality. So next
time you are looking to get offcampus, check
out Broadway.

The battle of the late-night eateries
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu. edu
Redefining the meaning of a "midnight snack," the four most popular late night eateries around campus go head to head.
Is it the tasty burgers at Dick's, the salty Belgian fries at Frites,
the two tacos of 99 cents at Jack in the Box or is the new favorite the
delicious pita's at Pita Pit?
For 20 Seattle University students, nearly halfprefer good quality
of food and don't mind the extra cost when it comes to indulging in
a pita filled with exactly they want.
Pita Pit is at the forefront of late night cravings, but SU students
aren't willing to forego their option for a greasy, yet satisfying, alternative; namely Dick's, Frites and Jack in the Box.

Dick's

Pita Pit

Plain Cheeseburger

Chicken Caesar Pita

$1.30

$6.50

Fries
$1.30

Frites

Milkshake

Middel Frites

$1.70

$5.00
(price includes a dipping
sauce ranging from the
basic ketchup to pablano
ranch)

Jack in the Box
2 Tacos
$0.99

Bacon Bacon Cheeseburger $4.14

Mat Kearney with

Griffin House

Neumos
9 p.m., $15

Wed., Oct. 4
TV on the Radio with Grizzly Bear
The Showbox
8 p.m. (doors), $16 adv. $18 doors
The Futureheads with Cold War Kids
and Street to Nowhere
Neumos
9 p.m., $13.50
Amber Pacific with Sherwood, Over
it and others
El Carazon
6:30 p.m., $12

Ongoing:
Until Oct. 1
Bombay Dreams
The sth Avenue Theatre
$27-73 OR $20 cash, day of show if
under age 25

Sept. 21-Oct. 21
Doubt
Seattle Repertory Theatre
$15-$34 OR $10 if under the age 25

Break the Bank:
Oct. 13
Bob Dylan with Kings ofLeon
Key Arena
7:30 p.m., $39.50-$67.50
Oct. 17

The Rolling Stones with Dave
Matthews Band

Qwest Field

6 p.m., $604350

Get these tickets now:
Dec. 9
Death Cab for Cutie
Key Arena
7:30 p.m., $29.50
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Harlem, Compton, Oakland...Seattle?
Multiple thefts shake up Connolly Center
WF

jl

Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu. edu

away, computer in hand,
as the alarm sounded. In the second
room it was easier, since the alarm had been
Three burleft off while organizers set up an event.
glary attempts From a third window on the ROTC side of
two of which the building burglars attempted the same
were successes took method, but the alarm chased themoffbefore
place in a two-week span they acquired anything valuable.
from Sept. 4 to Sept. 18,
The broken windows will cost $400 to
leaving the Connolly Center fix, and the computers one for video game
with a broken window and two analysis and one administrative machine
will be approximately $2,000 to replace.
missing computers.
"The laptops are hard to replace, particuDirector of Public Safety Mike
Sletten said that the school is already larly the one from the conference room that's
following up on leads regarding the used for the video equipment. All ofit needs
to be replaced," said Eric Guerra, associate
suspected thieves. And, thanks to students noting suspicious persons in the athletic director. "We really tried to comarea on the day of the thefts, one suspect municate safety measures to prevent more
has already been linked to the crime.
incidents. We are cautious but optimistic that
"As Public Safety investigated we it won't happen again," said Guerra.
identifiedtwo suspects, along with video
Public Safety has pledged to increase sefootage, which we and [Seattle Police curity in the area.
Even though the burglars stole computer
Department] detectives are working
equipment containing personal data about
on," said Sletten, calling both burglaries of the 'smash and grab' nature. "It Seattle University students, Guerra says the
information will not be accessible by the
was students who helped us regarding
the second incident. They spotted thieves.
someone acting suspicious and later
"We made sure we took the necessary meait."
reported
sure to protect student information," he said.
Public
the
"We don't use any Social Security numbers.
According to
Safety,
forced
While
we lost the computers, we feel very
entry through
robbers
windows and proceeded to confident we didn't lose student privacy."
Though the computers have the technology
steal a laptop and desktop
inside
them that would alert the university
computer.
The first machine was immediately when the machines were turned
stolen after the thief on; as of yet there has been no activity.
broke through
On the other side of the building, at the
a window ROTC offices wherethe last attempted breakand ran in took place, Maj. Andrew Franz, involved
with recruiting and marketing operations
for ROTC, said he felt con-
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More than two-thirds of all
auto thefts occur at night.
•

Approximately 8,000 vehicles are
■stolen annually in the city of Seattle.

fident
in the
safety at the
Connolly Center and that he is
not concerned about
future break-ins.
"I feel reassured the
alarm went off and served
its purpose," he said, noting
that such crimes are "random
and based on opportunity."
"Unfortunately it happened,
but I don't feel like overall there
is more danger than there ever
was."
Guerra's concerns lie more
with the credibility of the Connolly Center, which he said he
does not want to be affected by
these unfortunate incidents.
"We want students to know
it's not some dangerous place
or be deterred from visiting
Connolly," he said. "This
series of unfortunate events
is not indicative [of] the A
building."
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Recent crime wave suggests an epidemic:
in comparison

January
through
A
June of
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(continued from page 1)
approached the student and his friend and
forced them into an alleyway. Exposing a
small handgun, the suspects took the young
men's wallets and kicked the student's friend
to the ground. As the two victims fled the
scene a suspect fired four to five shots,
though no one was hit.
Later on July 12, two male victims were
shot just south of 12th Avenue and East
Jefferson Street. One of the men was killed
when a woman suspect pulled out a handgun
and proceeded to shoot a cab driverwho had
refused to give her a ride and another male
standing nearby.
Only one week later shots were fired
again when one male, leaving a restaurant
& bar
on E. Jefferson between 12th and
13th avenues, pulled a handgun out of his
waistband and fired at two ofhis male companions who were walking away from him.
No one was injured in this incident.
Cases such as these can give the impression that Seattle University is in an
unsafe neighborhood and that crime is on
the rise.
In actuality, only certain types of crime
have risen this year in comparison to last
year. Between January and June of this year,
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Capitol Hill joins list of Seattle communities to
ban sale of cheap malt liquor
Canda Harbaugh
harbaugh@seattleu. edu
Starting Nov. 1, SU students will no longer
be able to purchase one-dollar, 24-ounce cans
of Steel Reserve beer at convenience stores
surrounding campus. To get that kind of bang
for their buck, they will have to travel at least
15 blocks away.
Supporters of the new alcohol-impact area
(AIA) say that banning 29 cheap high-alcohol wines and beers in certain areas of the
city, including Capitol Hill, will cut down
on alcohol-related disturbances, such as littering, public urination and loitering. These
disturbances are caused by what the city calls
"public inebriants" and the public refers to as
homeless drunks.
Seattle University lies in about the center
of the Core AIA, which spans from downtown to the Central Area and Capitol Hill
to the International District. The North AIA
encompasses the University District. In all,
both areas cover over six square miles of the
city. While this makes up only 6 percent of
the city, according to the Washington State
Liquor Control Board, it represents about 55
percent of alcohol-related medical incidents
and about 80 percent of calls to police for
drinking in public.
Based on statistics, public inebriation appears to be a large problem in these areas,
but those who live and work in the Seattle
University neighborhood are unsure that the
new legislation will change drinking habits
or make the neighborhood safer.
"Maybe [banning cheap alcohol] will
be a deterrent, but I don't hold that much
hope," said Maranda Hole, a post-baccalaureate history major. "The people in my
neighborhood tend to be [both] drug and
alcohol abusers."
Hole recently moved out of her apartment
on Madison Street and 22nd Avenue, but visits
friends there often.
"I lived in a brand new apartment above
Safeway, but everywhere around it, people

k

around campus
theft was down
by approximately 7.5
percent
(though
98 incidents
oc

-

are shooting up crack," said Hole. "There are
aggressive panhandlers. One is a paint huffer.
I get to know them all very well."
Hole welcomes the ban if it will make the
neighborhood safer, but the prevalence of
drugs and the fact that much ofthe street crowd
goes to a nearby bar make her doubtful.
Closer to Seattle University's campus,
Abdul Nagi, owner of the AM/PM gas station/
convenience store two blocks east ofCampion
Hall, has the same complaint.
"What's more dangerous, drugs or beer? We
have people selling drugs on the corner and
[the city] is not doing anything about that,"
Nagi said.
Some doubt that the lack of cheap alcohol
will even stop those who want to drink.
The list ofbanned products were chosen because they are inexpensive and high in alcohol,
as well as they were the most common alcohol
containers to be found in
the area during litter

pick-ups.
"Instead
of seeing

Mickey's and 211 cans lying on the ground,
you're going to see Miller and Bud Light
cans [after the ban]," said Patrick Goldman,
site manager for the James Street 76 station
a couple blocks west of campus. "People are
going to drink no matter what."
According to AM/PM owner Nagi, the
homeless are not major consumers of cheap
beer at his store.
"Do you know who buys cheap beer here?
Seattle University students," said Nagi.
Indeed, during a 20-minute interview with
Nagi on a Wednesday night, only two cans of
soon-to-bebanned beer were purchased both
by an '06 SU graduate.
Nagi says that homeless people inhabit the
neighborhood but asserts that they do not came
drinking-related disturbances.
"There are a lotof people who loiter around
here, but that's because there is a drug rehabilitation center nearby, juvenile hall, a halfway
house and the
St. Francis
-

House,"

3

empty

said

Jackie Canchola / The Spectator

Cheap malt liquors such as Steel Reserve, pictured above, will
be illegal to sell on Capitol Hill come Nov. 1.

curred).
Residential burglary in the areas surrounding our campus rose significantly from 15
cases in January through June of 2005 to 25
during the same months of 2006. Non-residential burglary was less affected, increasing
from 8 accounts in the 2005 months to ten
in the 2006 time frame.
Non-aggravated assaults dropped more
significantly, from 42 to 27 incidents between the six-month periods. At the same
time, aggravated assault rose 20 percent in
2006; incidents of robbery rose from six to
nine. Rarer occurrences, including rape and
arson, rose from one to two and zero to two,
respectively.
What school officials have noticed most in
the past year is an increase in serious crimes
on the south side of campus, including the
areas of East Jefferson, 12thAvenue and the
south end of Broadway.
Vice president of Student Development
Rob Kelly is among the concerned.
"Drug activity has increased in that area of
campus as well as incidents involving weapons," he said. "I think what I've noticed is
the rise in the profile of pretty serious issues
that happen around campus mainly on the
southern side ofcampus on the outskirts of
-

Jefferson and that gives me great pause."
As a result of such incidents, Kelly says,
Seattle Police Department patrols have increased around the school.
Director of Public Safety Mike Sletten
has also noticed some changes on the south
side of campus.
"We have seen the greater presence of
persons who maybe homeless, have a substance abuse issue, or may have a mental
health issue," he said. "We have observed
open alcohol consumption and panhandling.
We are also very aware of any situation that
may involve narcotics transactions."
Public Safety is now working closely
with SPD to deal with the drug problem on
the south side of Seattle University, which
according to Kelly is be the only border
of campus where he has noticed crime to
be up.
Despite the changes in crime trends and
some unique incidents of violence, the
university still consider this neighborhood
a safe one.
"I don't believe that Capitol Hill is any
different than any other major urban community," Kelly said. "Most of the Jesuit
universities are all housed in urban cities."
Sletten agrees.
-

Nagi. "They loiter because they live here,
not because of the beer."
Albert Holland is frequenter of the St.
Francis House, a building five blocks south
of Seattle University that provides free food,
clothing and services to the homeless and poor.
Holland, a man in his 60s, has recently gotten
into low-income housing after being homeless
for several years.
"I know homeless people. They will either
move to where [alcohol is] cheaper or they will
buy expensive beer," said Holland. "Right now
you already have people who can't afford to
buy beer on Broadway, so they walk here [to
12thAvenue and Jefferson]."
Seattle's first AIA was established in 2003
in Pioneer Square. It banned 9 fortified wines
and the sale of single cans of beer. Over the
first year after the ban to the second year,
there was a 21 percent increase in alcoholrelated medical incident reports, according to
the Washington State Liquor Control Boards
Also, residents from bordering neighborhoods
complained that the ban simply moved street
drunks out of Pioneer Square and into their
backyards.
City officials believe that the new, larger
AIA with a much stricter ban on cheap alcohol will be more successful than the Pioneer
Square AIA.
Simone L., a homeless resident of Pioneer
Square who prefers to not disclose her last
name, sat on a bench in Occidental Park last
Friday afternoon, sipping from a can ofSteel
Reserve.
"It's even worse now because you have to
buy a six- or 12-pack," said Simone. "Me, I
don't even like Steel Reserve, but someone
had a 6-pack and gave me two of them."
The new AIA regulations will not ban the
sale of single cans, except in Pioneer Square
where the ban already exists.
"Homeless people drink [cheap wine and
beer] because it's cheap, more accessible and
it gets them drunk faster," said Simone. "So, if
they don't have it, they'll probably just move
to the next thing."

"I'm not seeing anything to show that
Capitol Hill is less safe than it was a year
ago. I think it's unfortunate that when
crimes capture more media attention people
become aware of what could happen, when
they should be aware of what can happen
always."
While crime around Seattle University
may be exaggerated by media attention on
unique incidents, those incidents still occur.
University administration admits that while
Capitol Hill may not be more dangerous than
other urban communities, students should
still be aware of the risks in a metropolitan
area. Public Safety offers the Night Hawk
shuttle within certain distances of campus,
and they warn students that high profile
accessories most college students rely on
such as iPods and laptop computers are
prime targets for theft.
"We're trying to get people to realize we
are an urban university, and while there are
wonderful and positive things that go along
with that, there's also some challenges,"
said Kelly.
But in the end, it is the decisionsof the student based on gut feelings and inner judgment that will determine their safety on an
urban campus like Seattle University.
-

-

-

-
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Connolly gets
enhancements before
new year

September

Fri. 4:30 p.m. Men's soccer vs. Portland at Portland,
Ore.
Sat. 7 p.m. Women's soccer vs. Seattle Pacific at
Seattle Pacific
Sat. 7 p.m. Volleyball vs. Alaska-Anchorage at Connolly
Sat. 10:30 a.m. Cross-Country Williamette Invitational
at Bush Park, Salem, Ore.

Bill Hogan a perfect fit

Recently appointed Athletic Director, Bill
Hogan, stands proudly next to Seattle
University memorabilia displayed in the
Connolly Center.

Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. edu
Alex Riedlinger I The Spectator

(continued from page 1)
The two major changes that occurred in
the weight room were the updated electricity and new ventilation system. Before
the renovations, the electrical system was
constantly overloaded, which caused the
cardio machines to break down multiple
times in the past.
"The weight room looks better," said
Pachel. "The ventilation is great and is does
make working out better."
The renovation project, which cost
$200,000, also gave the weight room two
elliptical training machines, five treadmills,
squat racks, cable machines and functional
training equipment.
"I would love to get all new equipment
but that is not in the budget unfortunately,"
said Kristen Christopher, weight room
coordinator. "But I am having some of the
machines reupholstered."
The position of weight room coordinator
is also new to the Connolly Center. Christopher, who was a collegiate strength coach
for universities such as Duke, Columbia,
Stanford and Northwestern, is excited about
her new job.
"I knew [this job] would be a perfect
fit and a fun transition," said Christopher.

"And it really has been."
Her role as weight room coordinator is to
not only maintain the weight room, both the
machines and the layout, but to also teach
Leisure Education classes and offer strength
training for club sports.
"I am working with different groups on
campus to make the weight room more user
friendly," said Christopher.
She has many goals for the weight room
including adding her Women and Weights
class, offering orientations for those unfamiliar with the weight room and the overall
maintenance of the area.
"I want to make [the weight room] a
comfortable and safe place to work out at
and get people who are new to strength
training in the building," said Christopher.
"I also want those who regularly come in
to take pride and take care of [the weight
room]."
It appears that this will be the last of the
major renovations that will happen to the
building because of the impending complete
building renovations that could start occurring as early as the next two to five years.
"I am very excited about it," said Ross.
"I hope people notice the change and enjoy
it."
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Upcoming Redhawk sporting events

Alex Riedlinger I The Spectator

Improvements made this summer to the Connolly Center included sleek, upgraded locker
rooms with new showers, lockers and team rooms.

Spectator

With a passion for challenges and a
strong sense of community, the new face in
the Athletic Department surely fits in here
at Seattle University.
This summer, Bill Hogan began his career
as Seattle University's new athletic director
and, with that, his desire to aid the Athletic
Department in its transitional state.
"I like new challenges," said Hogan. "I'm
not much of a maintainer; I don't think.
It's a wonderful school and projects are

substantial.".
While Hogan walked into the job with
his hands full already with the plans for
the new Connolly Center and Logan Field,
along withthe ChampionshipField renovation that wrapped-up this summer; he loves
every minute of it.
"The university is a phenomenal university and the chance to have a phenomenal
athletic department could be a lot of fun,"
said Hogan.
Coming most recently from the University of San Francisco, Hogan has an
extensive, 24 yearlong career in rebuilding
and turning around athletic departments.
Hogan's time at USF could be described
as significantly productive.
Not only did the Jesuit university have its
best two years ofathletic achievement in its
150 year history while Hogan was director,
he also developed better athletic facilities,

scholarship programs and revenue generating programs.
"[Part of] his coming in here was that we
have a great history to build on," said Eric
Guerra, assistant director ofathletics. "We
have a great opportunity as far as where the
trajectory of the university is. The rankings that we've been receiving, the capital
growth on campus [and] the enrollment,
all those things kind of inspire athletics to
begin to shoot for that same trajectory."
With Hogan in charge, the athletic
department's goals are on line for matching
up to those of the university, since he also
brought along Jesuit ideals that he picked
up at USF.
"I was kind of looking to move on. But
I sort of like being with the Jesuits," said
Hogan. "I enjoyed the value centered education. I enjoy the mission statement a lot. I
feel a deeper sense of devotion to a Catholic
institution. I enjoy a lot about Seattle U."
Hogan's commitment goes far beyond the
department of athletics and extends to the
Seattle University community as a whole.
"The one thing 1 could not stand doing is
being only an athletic director. Being only
an athletic director means that you may
not be on campus. I feel like I'm a campus
person," said Hogan.
While Hogan is here to serve the entire
student body, athletics will always have a
special place in his heart. It is not just one
sport in particular, he loves them all.
"I played college basketball and coached
basketball. But I basically kind of like all
sports," said Hogan. "I don't watch sports
like a coach any more; I kind of enjoy all
the sports."
Hogan believes that there is positive
value in sports and advocates that sports
integrate an important sense of community
in a group of people.
"In the general scheme of things, you
can choose to join a club. But if you join
a sports team, you sort of have to learn to
get along and how to learn to work with
people who are maybe different than you,"
said Hogan.
Many believe that Hogan fits well in
the Athletic Department because, through
his many years of working in athletics, he
knows how to work well with people who
are different than him.
"His confidence, his experience, has
definitely brought an immediate level of
stability that I think this department has
been missing for sometime," said Guerra.

Hansen, Alvarado lead the way for Cross Country
Jackie Canchola
canchola@seattleu. edu

guidance over the course of the late summer, runners partook in meetings, lifting

The runners ofSeattle University's Cross
Country team, like other athletes for fall
quarter sports, arrived on campus in early
August to begin training and practicing for
the 2006 season.
The Redhawks are under the leadership
of Trisha Steidl, the new head coach, who
helped lead Division I University of Portland to a West Coast Conference Championship in 2004 and 12"' place overall
finish in the West Regionals. With Steidl's

weights and running in preparation for the
fall season for three hours of each day.
The first two races, of a five race season,
have been completed with the first meet
being hosted by Seattle University at the
Emerald City Invitational. Sophomore
Katie Hansen of Portland, Oregon led the
way for the Redhawk women's 6k runs.
Hansen ran a consistent pace, keeping in
contact with the top runners and eventually
passing most of them to finish third in the

race with a time of 23:31.36. Freshman
Nicolas Alvarado from San Francisco was
also the Redhawks' top finisher at the Emerald City Invitational, placing eighth in a
time of 27:31.18.
Hansen has led the team for the women
in each of the first two meets. She set a personal best time of 22:40 at the Sundodger
Invitational hosted by the University of
Washington, which earned her a 20th place
finish. Alvarado led the team for the men
at the invitational, finishing in 72nd place
with a time of 26:26.

"I'm really pleased and improved since
the last two races. I hope to run under 26
minutes in an Bk," said Alvarado.
With the positive help from coach Steidl,
Hansen hopes to "finish the season strong."
The team competes in Division 11, open
races, and Alvarado's goal for the next
races "is to be placed in a Division I invitation with qualifying times."
With only three meets left in the season,
the next meet will be hosted at Willamette
on Saturday, September 30, at Bush Park in
Salem, Ore., beginning at 10:30 a.m.
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Mens soccer shuts out Simon Fraser 4-0
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edu
Driven by the philosophy of head coach
Brad Agoos to "have pride and work hard,"
the players of the Seattle University men's
soccer team have started out strong by winning eight out of ten games.
Their most recent win came this last Saturday against Simon Fraser, a shut out match
that ended in a score of 4-0.
With a great amount of early season success, Seattle has already earned much recognition and quite a following, boasting over
200 fans in attendance at the last game.
On a national level, the team made its first
appearance of 2006 in the National Soccer
Coaches Association of America/Adidas
national poll, ranking in at 23rd.
The team's offensive skills have earned
them a ninth place ranking for Division II in
the nation, averaging 3.33 goals per game.
On an individual basis one of the standout
players of the season has been Junior Jason
Cascio. Ranked tenth in the country in goals
per game, Cascio is maintaining a goal per
game average. He is also 30th in Division
II in points with 2.11 points per contest.
Cascio's performance has earned him Great
Northwest Athletic Conference Player of the
Week honors twice already this season.
"I don't think I really deserve to win,"
Cascio responded when asked about the
awards, "because it's a team effort on and
off the field."
That team effort was evident at Saturday's
game against Simon Fraser. After a slow
start, the Redhawks turned it around during
the second half of the game and scored three
goals in a span of twelve minutes.
Luckily, Seattle's defense was in high gear
for the first half of the game in which goalie
Chris Sorensen needed to make a couple of
quick saves in order to keep the opponents
from scoring.
Seattle's first goal came in the 42ndminute
of play, made by junior John Fishbaugher
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Cameron Mertens, sophomore, fights past a Simon Fraser University defender during the Redhawk's 4-0 win Saturday afternoon at
ChampionshipField.
who capitalized on some shoddy defensive found the feet of Buitrago. Buitrago's shot
Sorensen finished the match with three
work being implemented by Simon Fraser's went into the right corner of the net to extend saves and picked up his second shutout of the
team.
the Seattle lead to 3-0.
season. Seattle earned a significant advantage
The Seattle offense clicked right after
In the 74th minute, senior and team captain in shots in the second half, 5-1, while each
halftime, led by a goal in the fiftieth minute Adam Jensen sent a leading pass along the team was credited with three corner kick opby Cascio, assisted by MutandaKwesele and right wing that Pat Thomas chased down. portunities during the afternoon.
Elliot Fauske. Cascio sent a shot over the SiThomas' pass into the box found the head of
"We had a strong finish and a great team
mon Fraser goalie's head for his team-leading sophomore Andrew Kreiter who connected performance," stated coach Agoos. "Not only
tenth goal of the season, extending his goalfor his fifth goal of the season and the team's from the guys on the field but also from those
on the bench."
scoring streak to six consecutive matches. fourth of the game.
Less than four minutes later, another goal was
Kreiter had a chance at a second goal later
The Redhawks next home game is schedscored against Fraser by junior Craig Buitin the half, but the penalty kick opportunity uled for 2:30 p.m. Oct. 4 against Western
rago. Dustin Allbery foundCameron Mertons was stopped, for Simon Fraser's only save Washington University at Championship
Field.
on the left wing, and Mertens' crossing pass of the match.

Is hiring for the following positions
Photo Editor

Photographer

Staff Writers

The Photo Editor is

Photographers are responsible for taking photos
and communicating with
writers to gain an understanding of the stories
they are covering.

Staff writers are responsible for generating story
topics as well as writing
stories for each issue.
Staff writers will be
working with desk editors
in the editing and revision
of stories
Requirements:
Excellent writing and
editing skills. Ability to
communicate with others.

primarily responsible
for managing the staff
photographers, assignment of photo requests,
the editing of photos and
taking photos.
Requirements:
Good management and
photography skills, ex-

perience with photoshop.

Requirements:

Good photography and
communication skills, experience with photoshop.

Advertising
Sales
Representative
The Ad Sales Rep will
work along side the advertising manager to sell
ad space in each issue.
Requirements:
Marketing and sales
skills, ability to work
with others.

Please send resume and cover letter to Editor-in-Chief, Nick Lollini, at lollinin@seattleu.edu by Saturday,
September 30.
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Women's soccer denies Western Oregon
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Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu. edu

The women's soccer team shut out Western Oregon University in a 3-0 win, which
marked their third conference victory, making
theirrecord 8-1-1.
The team turned up the heat on defense and
didn't even give Western Oregon a chance to
put points on the board.
"Everyone played well. We have so much
depth on the team. It makes us dangerous,"
said Julie Woodward, head coach.
Five saves for Western Oregon's goal
keeper and a few bad bounces for Seattle
resulted in a scoreless first half. But, the
energy in the first ten minutes of the second
half accelerated the pace of the game and
the Redhawks pushed hard to put a score on
the board.
Within the first minute of the second period
Western Oregon's keeper opened up an opportunity for the first goal by fouling Leah
Wymer, junior forward, which earned the
Redhawks a penalty kick.

Jackie Canchola / The Spectator

An offensive run gave Ashley Porter, junior
a shot opportunity against Western Oregon
University last Sunday at Championship
Field

The
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Maryann Boddy, junior, took the ball,
keyed in on the off-center keeper and aimed
her kick into the upper left corner of the net,
scoring the first goal of the game.
Seattle hustled in the second period and just
when the pace started to slow down Boddy
took the ball again, this time for a long run
and scored her second goal of the game.
Seattle's keeper, Kaitlyn Jackson had a
total of 4 saves during the game on defense.
The offense kept Western Oregon's keeper
busy at the other end of the field with 15
attempts, and three goals. Jackson has five
shutouts on the season, this being her third in
conference, but she doesn'ttake all the credit
for her success.
"I give more credit to the defense. They do
so well," said Jackson.
Western Oregon attempted to get shots at
the goal, but failed to keep the ball on their
side long enough to have many opportunities. The Redhawks' defense kept the ball
in their control for most of the game and the
communication on the field kept the players
connected and focused.
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"We played really well as a team," said
Boddy
As Boddy put it, the team followed through
with what they needed to do, which led them
to another team victory.
Even with Boddy's two goals, the entire
team attributes the win and effective playing
to a team effort.
Cassy Smith, senior forward, with four
assists and the GNAC Player of the Week
honor under her belt, played strong throughout the game.
"A lot of this game was communication,"
said Smith. "With that it's really hard for
teams to stop us."
With a tough, week ahead for the women's
team, Woodward notes this win as crucial in
their conference season.
"If we play the way we are capable of
playing then I know we can get to the top,"
said Woodward.
The Redhawks match up against Central
Washington University for their next home
game, which is scheduled for noon on Oct.
7 at Championship Field.

Redhawk Volleyball not rolling over yet
Nicholas Lollini

lollinin@seattleu.edu
As Seattle University's volleyball team
took to the court at the beginning of the 2006
season, the five returning starters from last
year's team, coupled with eight freshmen
and sophomores battled their way to a 9-2
non-conference start.
"We want to bring in talent every year. We
have a good group of players returning and
good players coming in," said Shannon Ellis,
Seattle University head coach.
The Redhawks squad began their season
in southern California, competing against
nationally ranked teams at the UC San Diego
Triton Invitational. Seattle commenced the
season with a 3-0 sweep over No. 14 Cal
Poly Ponoma, in their season opener and
proceeded to sweep Cal State Dominguez
Hills, to start off 2-0.
In an attempt to set a precedent for the
rest of the season, Seattle hit . 183 in their
opening match in addition to picking up 11
service aces, four blocks and 52 digs. However, despite their success in their opening
day of the season, the Redhawks fell to CSU
San Bernardino and UC San Diego in back
to back losses, which left the team with a
2-2 record.
Not to leave the Invitational on a sour note,

Seattle University upset No. 6 ranked Cal
State Los Angeles, winning the match three
games to one.
Redhawk outside hitter, Nicole Thompson,
was named GNAC Co-Player of the week
on August 28, after she totaled 60 kills, 46
digs and seven service aces during the teams
round in California.
Seattle University entered theirhome court
at the Connolly Center, with a revived sense
of confidence, which showed as they beat
their first two home court opponents, Hawaii
Pacific and Hawaii-Hilo.
Entering into September, the Redhawks
traveled to Golden, Colorado to play in the
Denver West/CSM Volleyball Classic. In
their tournament opener against Colorado
State-Pueblo, the Redhawks extended their
win streak to four games. In their next match
against Adams State College Jenny Burrows,
sophomore, and Marisa Vierra, senior, broke
school records as Burrows hit .722 and Vierra broke Seattle University's record for
service aces in a match netting eight total in
the game.
The Redhawks finished the Colorado tournament with wins over Colorado School of
Mines and Western State. Melissa Mulick,
senior, broke a third school record, as she
obtained 41 digs against Colorado School
of Mines.

Celebrity grass graces
Championship Field
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. edu
The first of many steps to improve Seattle
University's athletic facilities was completed this summer with the embellishment
of the school soccer complex, Championship Field.
A $ 1.5 million renovation was carried out
this past summer, which included several
improvements to the existing field.
In place of the old temporary bleacher
seating is now a large covered stadium
seating area, nearly the entire length of
the east side of the field, complete with a
press box.
"It's a great place to watch a game. Every
seat has a great view," said men's soccer
coach Brad Agoos.
A unique addition to the spruced up field

was a gift from the NFL's Seattle Seahawks.
The same grass that was installed at Qwest
Field for the Real Madrid vs. D.C. United
soccer match last summer was transported
to Seattle University after the game. The
Bermuda turf replaced a sand-based grass
that had previously covered the ground.
"I think they've done a great job with the
field," said Agoos. "It's one of the more
special kind on the West Coast."
Other improvements to the field included
a brand new scoreboard an upgraded PA
system, for better voice and music output
and covered benches for each team.
A rubberized running track was also
installed around the perimeter of the field.
It is open to the public, but also serves the
purpose of providing a home for the track
and cross-country teams.

"Melissa Mulick has played some outstanding matches. She is leading the league
in digs per game. We're very impressed with
what she's done," said Ellis.
Despite their impressive start to the 2006
season, the Redhawks have hit a mid-season
slump as they began GNAC play.
Since conference play began Seattle University has gone 1-4, with their only win
coming in the form of a sweep against Saint
Martins. Two of the Redhawks most recent
losses have come to nationally ranked opponents including No. 12 Central Washington
and No. 18 Seattle Pacific University.
"The GNAC is always tough in volleyball.
We came away beating so many nationally
ranked teams early on that we may have lost

our focus, but we have it back now. Anyone
can win on a given day. We can't change that.
We're working hard to improve," said Ellis.
The Redhawks remain at home this week,
and will face-off against Alaska-Fairbanks
on Thursday and Alaska-Anchorage on
Saturday.
The team remains hopeful for the rest of
the season.
"We're not giving up [on regionals]. We
beat some great teams early in the season... We're going to find a way to increase
our offensive production. Our numbers are
low. We need to do everything we can to get
the ball to our hitters. Jump high, hit hard,"
said Ellis.

Need More Money
For College?
If federal loans aren't enough, or if you
aren't eligible for federal loans, apply for
a Wells Fargo alternative student loan to
meet college costs. Alternative loans can
help you pay for tuition, books, and other
college expenses.
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Wells Fargo alternative
loans offer:
•

•

•

•

•

No origination, disbursement, or repayment fees
No payments while in school' and for six months after graduating

or leaving school
The ability to borrow even if you're enrolled less than half-time
Affordable interest rates
Generous repayment benefits to save you money

Use Wells Fargo's interactive Student Loan Selector to find the loan

that's best for you, and apply today!

www.wellsfargo.com/student
1-800-658-3567
1 Maximum in-school time varies by loan product and is not available with all loans.
©

2006 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved.
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*Z3? eurfriends at
Qtbeattle (University?
The family of Anne Carragher would like to
thank the entire Seattle University community for the overwhelming outpouring of love
and support Annie and we received from you
during her illness and after her passing. We
knew SU was a big part of her life. Your affection showed us how big a part she was of
SU. While we will always miss her, we cherish both her memory and the opportunity her
illness gave us to grow closer to the people
and ideals of Seattle University.
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On September 13, one week before fall
quarter commenced at Seattle University,
President Steven Sundborg S.J. addressed
the faculty and administration at University
Convocation. In his speech, Sundborg laid
out his five dreams for the university over the
next ten years in the form of an unbeatable
royal flush. He then urged the faculty and
administration to lay out theirs.
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Small classes:
The class of 2010 was welcomed to Seattle University as the largest in this institution's history. Though this has been the trend in recent
years, the effects of expanding admissions are being felt in every facet of the university. Once again, residence halls are overcrowded,
classrooms are filled to the point of students not having a place to sit and the once-valued element of focusing on the individual appears to
be disappearing in our quest to move forward. We hope that as Seattle University expands and moves toward the future, the small, close
knit elements that helped build its reputation are not lost.
Pride:

Kde

in each person attending. The university that individuals attend will undoubtedly effect the rest of their lives. Members of
the SU community should wear their decision to be apart of this institution on their sleeve.

tmore

active and inviting campus:
s it standsright now, we have a collection of very unique and in their own right very functional buildings,
however, our campus lacks continuity, and on nearly every edge blocks out the surrounding community. Over
he next 20 years, Seattle University will be instituting its master plan that plan should open the campus, not
uly to the student body but also to residents of the Capitol Hill community.

borg's

-

-

-

be revealed,
the following
is The Spectator's royal flush,
it is our hope, our

Adequate facilities for all student groups:
The student organizations, clubs and teams of Seattle University should have access to all of the facilities
hat they need to make them competitive, efficient and effective in promoting and acting in the interests of
the student body. No group should be denied a facility or have to go off-campus to operate
Academic excellence:
Seattle University has set one of its primary goals to become the premier university in the Northwest.
However, it seems as though the effort has been placed on achieving that title and not necessarily doing
what it would take to make it true. Seattle University has a deep tradition of academic excellence and a
continuation of that tradition is the only step that will make it the most reputable independent school in the

The Spectator Editorial Board

consists of Nicholas Lollini, Megan Peter, Brenda Stice and Rob La Gatta. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the spectator staff.
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Erik Nielsen
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When I was a child, I remember
visiting my cousins on "the mainland"
(as people from Hawaii term the
lower 48 states); they lived on a boat
in Shilshole Marina and I remember
thinking just how cool it would be to
live on the Sound and be able to sail
whenever I wanted. I also remember
how impressed I was with the wildlife
of the area
especially the circling
dogfish and the barnacles encrusting
the piers and pilings.
Now fast forward twenty
years to a recent afternoon. I
happened to visit their boat
again and everything had
changed. The boats were
smaller, the colors duller
and even the smell was subtly
different. No small part of this
was due to the natural differences
between a cherished memory and
the reality of growing up.
Some differences, however, were

I wish I were making this up, that I was
simply an environmental alarmist, but such
is not the case. Simply too many nutrients in
the forms of fertilizer and sewage, raw and
treated, have entered the water.
Too much algae has grown, taking much
of the precious oxygen away from the sea
creatures, and the Sound cycles its water too
slowly for any positive changes we might
collectively make to forestall its impending
doom. Within my lifetime, the Sound will

—
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What especially stuck in my mind
was the distinct lack of wildlife
around the docks. The dogfish were
gone, and therewere, perhaps, a scant
handful of barnacles clinging to the
pilings with a forlorn sort of dignity.
Part of me wanted to simply believe
that my memory was mistaken, that
the marina had always been this way
and the Puget Sound was still the vibrant microcosm ofmarine life that it
once. But I know this to not be true.
Thanks to irresponsible growth
and attempts like 1-933 to circumvent
Washington's environmental laws, the
Puget Sound is dying. Within another
quarter-century, our beautiful Sound
will become an aquatic wasteland.

The pretty sound-bytes, however, disguise
the fact that 1-933 would, among other things,
allow irresponsible developers to pave wetlands and small streams, basically destroying
the watershed and adversely impacting nutrient levels in Puget Sound. With smoke and
mirrors, the "property rights" advocates hope
to confuse the voters
to hide the potential
development-caused increases in nutrients
and toxic waste being dumped into rivers,
streams and the Sound.
If 1-933 passes, the Sound may never
—

If my grandchildren are to experience the living Sound ofmy youth,
then we voters must not only
k
Hk protect Washington's current
growth-management laws,
we must also look towards
new laws and regulations to
more effectively manage human waste and agricultural
nutrients. We must devise
new strategies to lower Sound
nutrient levels and broadly support elected officials who act to
protect our precious natural resources.
We must make our voices heard, and voting
no on 1-933 is a great first step.
If you stillhave your doubts, ask yourselves
who is likely to care more for protecting the
environment? On the one hand, you have
developers, many of whom don't even live
in the Northwest and thusly have little care
for the environment
preferring instead to
irresponsibly develop, make a quick buck and
leave the residents to face the consequences
of their actions. On the other, you have local
residents, farmers and civic groups, many of
whom are here "for the long-haul" and who
wish to hold a healthy environment in trust
for their children and grand-children.
This November, you will get to decide
which group you belong in. I hope you choose
to stand with me, to protect our environment
and to give the Sound a chance for an eventual recovery.

I

make the
necessary changes to resuscitate it at a later
date, the reality is that I will be long passed
before it returns to the vitality I saw at age
six.
Just because I will not live to see it fully
recovered does not mean that it cannot.
With time and smart growth management
practices, my children (or more realistically,
my grandchildren) will be able to experience
the same vitality of plant and animal life that
I remember.
This, more than any other reason, is why I
firmly oppose Initiative 933.
1-933 is the latest effort by conservatives to
roll back land-use regulations
an attempt
hiding behind phrases like, "The Property
Fairness Initiative will protect our rights, our
pocketbooks, our jobs, and our economy."
—

—
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OPINION
Should athletes be given priority class registration?
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Reward academics,
not athletics.

Give us a break,
we need it.
Brenda Stice

Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu

sticeb@seattleu. edu

to educate the whole student, which doesn't
stop in the classroom but goes beyond to

include student athletics. One of the ways
the university does this is by allowing student
athletes to register before the rest of the student body so that they can get classes that
work around their rigorous practice
schedule. Being a student athlete
myself, I feel that early registration is absolutely necessary to
my success on the field and in the
classroom.
These students are representing the school by
playing sports, and al
though some others
may not support athletics, the school has
made a choice to do
so, which is why they
believe in the idea that
should get to

space to practice at the same time. There
are over 200 athletes at Seattle University,
and they have to share practice space with
other teams. Men's and women's soccer
share a field; men's and women's basketball share a court, which also overlaps
for a brief period with volleyball. Luckily
the swim and track teams practice co-ed,
lich saves on some space.
When the athletes are not utilizing
these facilities, there are plenty of
non-athlete students ready to play
intramurals. These facilities are constantly in use, and there is barely any
leeway. When one team is finishing up, there's usually another

And, just to put all those
non-athletes at ease: early
registration is an opportufor student athletes to
;ister early, but a large
jority of them do not

(r

letes

ster first,
[ot to mention that

it would be literally
impossible for athletes
to practice all together if
they were not given advanced registration. With
out early registration, then
wouldn't be an athletic:
As a member of the
softball team, early registration is key for our
operation. We are already
racing against daylight,
considering that we are
not technically allowed
to start practice until 3
p.m. Of course, that
rarely happens, because
many players must take I
classes that extend well
into the
3 o'clock hour. This means that we do not
get started until nearly 4 p.m. and practice
until we can no longer see the ball, which is
generally after the sun moves behind Campion Hall. This small window of time is all
that we have and we must be able to register
in order to take advantage of that so that we
can practice to perform at a high level of
competition.
A rough sketch of a day in the life of an
athlete would depict a two or three hour
practice at a time that cannot be negotiated,
with individual expectations of at least an
hour of lifting and other work-outs on top
of that. Let's not forget that student-athletes
have classes and homework as well.
As ifgetting 20-30 people together all at
once for practice isn't hard enough, there
is an obvious facility problem at Seattle
University. The facilities were in place well
before the University decidedthat it wanted
to be a Division II school and take claim
different athletic teams, making
npletely inadequate in nearly every

Me

lete myself, I feel that
early registration is
absolutely necessary to my
success on the field and in
the classroom."
Brenda Stice, Sports Editor

-

they did Uikc tun advantage 01 the
opportunity, there are about 200
athletes at Seattle University and I
can almost guarantee that there are
never more than two athletes registering
for the same class.
In fact, the majors of all the student
athletes combined are so widely arrayed,
that it barely makes a dent in any class
selection. Speaking from my experience, it is rare to find more than two of
the same major on the softball team, and
when you do, it's generally spread about
between the lower and upperclassmen so
they would rarely be occupying the same
class anyway.
Everyone that attends Seattle University
is aware of and subject to the academic
constraints that exist. Certain classes are
only offered at one time during the day,
or one quarter during the year. Sometimes
they are limited to every other year. For
those students that only have one tie to the
school, that being solely their academics,
thisposes a slight problem. Imagine being
an athlete, being obligated to the school in

including the number of credits, their grade
point average, attendance records in previous classes and number of extracurricular
activities on their schedule would be the
fairest way to ensure balance in all courses.
with their notoriously hectic schedcould be factored into such an equation,
hey should not dictate it.
The problem is not with those who play
sports. They go through things I would
never even consider and maintain a sense of
immunity among themselves that is hard
:o find on a college campus. But it's time
real: these four years are the last
:e an individual has to prove themin a sheltered environment before
ig all they have learned into the
world to compete for a career.
There is little justice in potentially putting non-athletes at a
disadvantage in the job market
because their extracurricular
activities are not as exciting
or furthering the university's
reputation as much as soccer
-

-

student must wonder that aren't included
in the school's official literature: how does
the campus fopd really taste? Are the dorm
rooms big enough to fit my needs? And just
how important are athletics to students and
staff on campus?
At the time I enrolled at Seattle
University I was pleased to think
the answer to the last
e questions completely
out. The Redhawks were
attractive for reasons beyonc 1
the sleek appeal of red and
black: they aren't the best,
in the highest
and they aren't a I
sports focus on the j
nightly news.
While athletics are an important element of campus
life, Seattle University thank
fully isn't a community tha
becomes sensationalized ovei
something as simple as a
soccer or basketball game.
To myself and many of those
I met during those first few
weeks of freshman year, Seattle University was appealing
because students didn't have
to waste time playing "the fan
to support an egotistical tean
that contributes little to the aca
demic atmosphere. My class o
'04 peers who decided to attenc
the University of Washington,
for example, do not share
this luxury.
So what does the implementation of priority
istration for all student
atnietes
say about the changing role of athletics at
SU?
Most importantly, it paints an image to
both current and prospective students that
this campus values athletes most. Whether
this is true or not will never be certain, but
modernization of athletic fields, whispers
of teams moving into Division I and the
percent of the class of 2010 was
with high school sports all seem
te a shift in this university's focus
that is taking us in the complete

Bad

K:n't

-

-
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e past, athletes were given priority
ition if their sport was in season;
today, even if it isn't they register before
the rest. Though a new method of registraorder, giving athletes (especially
o may not have constraints on their
during a given quarter) first crack at
classes that should be fair game for everyone
step to take,
nany non-athletes, the number of
they have determines when they
Perhaps a system that gave registimes based on a combined equation
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This is college. We are no longer in high school, where rowing
or playing on the football team
are easy methods for students
to find their way into a nice
university.
While athletic prestige is
an unavoidable fact of public
high school life in any urban,
suburban or rural community
lationwide, it should be swallowed up by the summer after
graduation.
Our academics are what matnow, and those who succeed
ter
i
I in them should be rewarded
with earlier registration times.
L With a policy allowing athn> letic priority in selecting
Wm classes, one would think
t n a t
every athlete at SU were
guaranteed a job playing professional sports
after graduation; if that were the case, such
'

of registration
was in order, giving athletes first crack
at classes that should be fair game for
everyone is the wrong step to take."
"Though a

-

new method

Rob La Gatta, News/Opinion Editor

priority would be justified. But the fact is
that sooner or later, most of them will have
to get a real job like the rest of us.
Seattle University needs to abolish their
athletic registration policy and come up with
a new method of deciding who gets to choose
which class when. Without it, those who
prefer to enhance the mind over the body
will remain second class citizens.

Did you see something in this week's Spectator that botheredyou? Are you interested in voicing your opinion on it? Then submit a letter to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be at least 300 words and at most 500. The Spectator staffreserves the right to edit and run all submissions we receive.
Mail all letters to Rob La Gatta, lagattar@seattleu.edu.

Campus

Voice

If yeu had one dream for SU what
would it be?
"Become
more family
friendly in our
pay and benefits for faculty
and staff and
have support
services for
students."
-Dan Moriarty,
social justice
minister

"There should be an automotive or technical
program offered here, like what UTI has."
-Eddie Odima, sophomore mechanical engineering major

"For people to clean up after
themselves."
-Jeremy Washington, supervisor
at The Bottom Line

"For there to be an organic
community garden."
-Sarah Sjostedt, senior nursing major

"1 want us to be a Pac-10,
Division 1 school with a football
team so we could play UCLA."
-Rubi Zamora, senior history and
French major

To include an
environmental
studies class
as part of the
core program."
"More green areas for
people to play on."

"A stadium on campus
for all teams to play on."

-Elizabeth de Wys,
sophomore physics and
international business major

-Eli Lopez sophomore,
business administration
major

-Jo Linden,
grounds crew
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